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McCollister’s launched our Enclosed Carrier Auto Transport division (MCAT) in the 
spring of 2015. We started this division with a few units and have experienced 
explosive growth over the past 12 months. We are very excited about this new 
division and the future potential this brings to McCollister’s Transportation Group.    

McCollister’s Auto Transport Division uses highly specialized auto transport drivers and 
equipment for niche shipments requiring lift-gate loading service, air tight trailers, 
car and seat covers, soft strap tie down and complete protection from inclement 
weather and debris. We are currently servicing and building partnerships with several 
OEM’s (Original Equipment Manufacturer’s) to timely and safely transport marketing 
vehicles for events such as Auto Shows, Proving Grounds, Photo Shoots and Ride and 
Drives.  Our equipment allows these vehicles to arrive in the exact same condition 
they were shipped. We are also experiencing tremendous growth with high end auto 
auctions such as Barrett-Jackson, Mecum Auctions, Gooding and Company, and 
Bonhams.  At these auctions we are focused on the transport of classic, antique, 
muscle cars and exotic vehicles to individual buyers, dealers and restoration shops.  

At McCollister’s Auto Transport we are flexible and offer a variety of services 
depending on our client needs. We can offer residential pickup and delivery for our 
customers buying or selling one or more cars to or from an auction.  We offer 
truckload capacity for a dealership or restoration shop with the need to transport 
multiple vehicles to or from anywhere in the United States.  And we offer our OEM’s 
the flexibility of shipping direct from ports to dealerships or marketing events while 
also offering exclusive use for prototype or concept vehicles requiring complete 
security.   

Whatever your vehicle transportation needs are McCollister’s is flexible to provide a 
solution.  We take pride in our experienced drivers and our equipment to ensure a 
consistent and overall positive experience for our customers.  This separates us from 
our competition and allows us to continue our growth within the specialized vehicle 
market.   

     


